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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract
The thesis concerns the relationship between ethics and aesthetics in the context of questions relating to the good life and good character traits of
human beings.
The thesis consists of six original articles and an introduction. The introduction includes a general reconstruction of the thematic locus of the
thesis, a discussion ofsome of its central concepts, the conclusions of the thesis, as well as brief summaries of the articles. The first article
concerns the 1811th century notions of "moral beauty" and "beautiful soul", focusing especially on Lord Shaftesbury's and Friedrich Schiller's
ideas. Articles 2-5 deal with Iris Murdoch's and Martha Nussbaum's virtue-ethical views. The sixth article is the epilogue of the thesis, and it
returns to the theme of the beautiful soul.
It is claimed that the above mentioned philosophers make use of aesthetics in their efforts to broaden the scope of ethics. The bodily, discordant,
contingent, and tragic aspects of human life are included within ethics with the help of aesthetics. For example, Schiller is, with the concept of
the beautiful soul, looking for a moral ideal that, unlike Kantian moral philosophy, would also take into account the sensuous side of the human
being. Murdoch and Nussbaum in turn look to aesthetic experience for a model for all moral attention. According to Murdoch aesthetic
experiences can make the consciousness turn away from its egoistic needs towards a reality which otherwise is difficult to face. Nussbaum
emphasizes the way in which literature can reveal the plurality of values as well as their conflicting nature. Nussbaum takes encounters With
literature to be moral experiences, whereas for Murdoch aesthetic and moral experiences are similar when it comes to the disinterested attitude
characteristic of both, but different in that aesthetic experiences are accompanied by pleasure, where as pleasure is not an issue when it comes to
morality.
In the thesis, the relevance of aesthetic experience as a model for all moral attention is emphasized. I lowever, the importance of preserving the
difference between aesthetic and moral experience is also stressed. Aesthetic experiences are typically pleasant, whereas in real life practical
conflicts such an experience of pleasure would be a sign of moral failure. This is a conclusion which rises from the basic assumptions of both
Murdoch's and Nussbaum's moral philosophy, even though the latter does not pay Much attention to this. Observing the difference nevertheless
strengthens the argument for the relevance of aesthetic experiences to moral education. It is precisely the pleasure involved in aesthetic
experience that makes it such a good path to morals.
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